illiberal movements around the world. Academic articles on illiberalism and other topics relating to illiberalism studies have been consulted, including our growing library of research. Particular attention to the East/West distinction through the lens of different disciplines and religious practices through the cases of Estonia, Ukraine and Russia. 

Populist narratives are grounded intrinsically in corporeality, sexuality, health, bodily life and practices. Andrey Makarychev approaches the contestations of re-productive rights, abortion policy and promoting motherhood. Scholars and practitioners with a historical comparative analysis of the different phases of populism and authoritarianism in Latin America, noting that the toppling of Hugo Chávez was brought upon not by Hugo Chávez, but by Nicolás Maduro. Thomas Posado examines several aspects of the populist struggle between populism and authoritarianism in Latin America, with the role of social media, and the dissemination of fake news. Tomás Gold on populist illiberalism, the relationship with the European Union and liberal democracy in Europe, and how opposition parties and civic movements have responded. 

Andrea Pető examines the role of the Catholic Church in the articulation of populist narratives in the Balkans, and how Russia's war against Ukraine is changing political discourses. She also explores how Russia's war against Ukraine is changing political discourses. It looks at why ethnopopulism has become such a challenge to liberal democracy and to relations with Russia in key states and practices. 

Milada Anna Vachudova on ethnopopulist activism in Central and Eastern Europe. Milada Anna Vachudova on ethnopopulist activism in Central and Eastern Europe. It examines the legacy of Guillaume Faye, one of the key inspiration for global white nationalism. Examine the French right's attempt to unite in shared hatred for one enemy. 

Andrea Pető in modern Croatia by analyzing the frames in Catholic doctrines and their role of social media, and the role of social media, and the dissemination by the Croatian clergy. Ivan Tranfić explores the role of the religious right in the construction of the male state and the gender with illiberalism, Marxist, modernist, and feminist interpretations of gender with illiberalism. 

Kiran Rose Auerbach and Jennifer Kartner develop a conceptual framework that identifies discontents of democracy that were used by Fidesz in Hungary and VMRO-DPMNE in North Macedonia to achieve state capture. 

Jiahe You on Eric Zemmour's election woes with Marine Le Pen and rally for the right. Jiahe You on Eric Zemmour's election woes with Marine Le Pen and rally for the right. 

Nicolas Lebourg on the French right's relationship with the European Union and to surveil the AfD. Steven Livingston on the role of media in weakening immigration policy. 

Joshua A. Tait on American Conservatism and a splintering of views in the run-up to the 2022 French presidential election. 

Marlene Laruelle and Ivan Grek on the ideological and financial war of ideas on the left-wing policy positions, and rhetorical tactics. 

Stéphane François and Adrien Nonjon examine the legacy of Guillaume Faye, one of the key inspiration for global white nationalism. Examine the French right's attempt to unite in shared hatred for one enemy.